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Related Articles
Introduction
We have so many features and options available to you in our form builder. Here is a list of some
of our most popular features! If you’d like to know more, you can click the link under any of the
feature titles. 

Save and Resume
Allow your respondents to save their forms and resume them later. 

E-Signature
Collect signatures from your form respondents. This feature requires a Premier plan or above. 

Workflows
Connect your forms to create a seamless experience for your respondents. You can even set up
connectors on each form to collect data as your respondents proceed through the FormAssembly
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Workflow!

Conditional Rules
Conditionally show or hide fields, sections, or even pages of your form based on how your
respondent selects on a multiple-choice field. 

Autosuggest Menus
Upload a CSV file containing picklist options to create a large, searchable picklist. You can also use
columns to prefill subsequent fields based on the selection your respondent makes in the
Autosuggest Menu. Requires Premier plan or above. 

Dynamic Picklists
Pull values in from Salesforce to create a dynamic, searchable picklist in your form. Requires an
Essentials plan or above and a Salesforce Connector Add-on. 

Menu Dependencies
Create parent and child dropdown menus to have your respondents' selections in the first field
change the available options in the second field. 

Google reCAPTCHA
Add reCAPTCHA to your forms to help prevent spam submissions and add extra enforcement to
your required fields in your form. 

PDF Generator
Download PDFs of your responses, send a PDF of the response through email notifications and
send PDFs to Salesforce. Requires a Premier plan or above. 
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Respondent Authentication
Require that your respondents log in before filling out your forms. Available options include SAML,
CAS, LDAPS, and Salesforce Communities authentication. Requires a Team plan or above. 
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